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On Sunday Australia recorded its 10,000th death from Covid since the virus emerged two and a half years ago.The dramatic government interventions that closed state and international borders, shut down cities for months on end and imposed unprecedented restrictions on the public¢ÃÂÂs movement and behaviour in most states have all but
ended.Yet the sense that the pandemic is in some way ¢ÃÂÂover¢ÃÂÂ is not reflected in the Covid death toll. Half of the 10,000 deaths have occurred in the past six months, and the daily toll is averaging about 50.It has become easy to get used to the scale of the tragedy but behind each death is a story that ripples through dozens of lives. This is how
we got here.March 2020 ¢ÃÂÂ the first deathOn 21 January 2020 the Morrison government announced that passengers on flights from China would be screened at the airport. At that time about 220 cases of the disease had been reported, and human-to-human transmission had just been confirmed.Members of a China Eastern Airlines flight crew
wear masks on arrival at Sydney airport. Photograph: Joel Carrett/EPAThe chief medical officer at the time, Prof Brendan Murphy, said anyone who presented with possible symptoms ¢ÃÂÂ mainly a high fever ¢ÃÂÂ would be asked to isolate.¢ÃÂÂThere¢ÃÂÂs no way of preventing this getting into the country if this becomes bigger,¢ÃÂÂ he said.
¢ÃÂÂWe need to respond to it as we always do.¢ÃÂÂMost of the cases until then had been reported in China but there were confirmed cases in South Korea, Thailand and Japan, where the Diamond Princess cruise ship had just departed from Yokohoma with 2,666 passengers and 1,045 crew onboard.Scott Morrison is updated on the steps being
taken to control coronavirus at the health department¢ÃÂÂs national incident room in Canberra. Photograph: Mick Tsikas/AAPAbout 200 of the passengers were Australian. Among them were James and Theresa Kwan, 78 and 79, their son Edwin and daughter-in-law Gillian.The case of the novel coronavirus was reported in Australia on January 25. on
February 3, 14 days on his 16-day trip, the diamond princess returned to yokohoma. an 80-year-old passenger who had landed on January 25, had since been confirmed as having the coronavirus. by 5 February 10 passengers were confirmed cases and the ship was placed in a quarantine of two weeks. In the end, 691 people would feel positive. james
kwan, 78 years old, who died in the hospital Sir charles gairdner of perth as the first Australian victim of coronavirus, depicted with his wife theresaedwin kwan was among those who tested in advance positive. he was in hospital in Japan when his father, his mother and his wife were put on an evacuation flight for howard springs in the northern
territory with 161 other Australians, arriving on February 20. james kwan tried positive on arrival. was the 15th positive case in Australia. a little more than a week later, on March 1, he died in hospital in perth, the first coronavirus fatality in Australia. Kwan, a passionate golfer, was a leading character in the Western Australian tourism industry,
specializing in bringing visitors from Asia. May 2020 – 100 dead princess ruby at sydney. photo: james d Morgan/Getty images at the beginning of March another cruise ship, the ruby princess, was in route from sydney in new zelanda. on 19 March he returned to sydney harbour to the ambulances waiting for the port, ready to collect two patients who
were suspected cases of covid. Later that day all 2,700 passengers aboard the ship landed, some traveling in other states or boarding international flights to their countries of origin. was the beginning of the first peak in cases of coronavirus in Australia. the number of cases confirmed increased 11 times between 14 and 27 March, the day on which
theNational has announced that all international travelers in Australia would be subject to 14 days of mandatory quarantine of the hotel. By 29 March the country had enteredFirst block. The passengers of the MS ARTANIA cruise ship are brought to Perth airport before boarding a charter flight back to Germany. Photography: Richard
Wainwright/EPA The cruise ship would eventually be connected to at least 850 positive and 28 deaths. Among them was a woman from Adelaide, Linda Lavender, who traveled with her 40 -year -old husband, Steve. They had renewed their wedding votes and were traveling on a life on Princess Ruby. Lavenda fell ill shortly after having drew up and
she died at the hospital of Royal Adelaide on April 1st, at the age of 62. She left three children, four grandchildren and Steve, who described her as an angel. By the end of April the threat from the pandemic seems to have lightened. The international borders of Australia remained closed and the numbers of daily cases had descended to their low level
since the beginning of March, with all those positive tests in hotel quarantine. The leaders of the state and the territory facilitated the block conditions and announced the return of the school. On 8 May Morrison said he wanted to reopen the country by July, outlining a three -phase strategy to end restrictions. Australia exceeded 100 deaths on May
19th. A facial mask on a statue in Swanston Street, Melbourne. Photography: Asankka Ratnayake/Getty Imagesagosto 2020 â € "500 dead downs' optimism has quickly proved prematurely. In May several people employed in the quarantine system of the hotel in Melbourne, under health protocols that were written quickly and poorly applied, captured
the virus from international travelers and transmitted it to their community, especially in the north of Melbourne. The genomic sequencing of the positive results recorded from May to August showed that 99% of cases could be connected to three quarantine hotels â € “90% Rydges of Swanston alone. On June 30, the Victorian premier, Daniel
Andrews, tried to reduce the epidemic by placing 36 suburbs of Melbourne with the most high numbers of cases in bulk, while while rest of the city enjoyed free movement. On 4 July nine public housing towers with a combined 3,000 residents were placed into the hard lockdown, with no warning other than the sudden presence of 500 police officers.
An investigation by the Victorian ombudsman later found the move violated the state¢ÃÂÂs human rights laws.Medical staff prepare to enter one of Melbourne¢ÃÂÂs locked-down public housing towers. Photograph: Asanka Ratnayake/Getty ImagesThe virus had already escaped interstate: on 3 July a Melbourne man who travelled to Sydney for work
attended a party at the Crossroads Hotel in Casula.On 6 July Victoria reported 127 cases and 22 deaths ¢ÃÂÂ the highest jump in case numbers since the pandemic began ¢ÃÂÂ and the NSW premier, Gladys Berejiklian, announced a plan to close the New South Wales border. It was the first time the border between states had been closed since the
flu pandemic in 1919.The next day the whole of Melbourne was put into a lockdown that was supposed to last just six weeks. A month later, on 2 August, Andrews introduced stage-four lockdown conditions, including the mandatory wearing of face masks. Those rules were also supposed to last six weeks, but it would be eight before the curfew lifted,
and 11 weeks before a time limit on exercise was lifted.A lone woman is seen looking out the window of her apartment in North Melbourne. Photograph: Asanka Ratnayake/Getty ImagesThe virus had already moved into aged care homes. At the peak of the wave, on 5 August, 725 new cases and 15 deaths were reported. Andrews, speaking at his
lengthy daily press conference, said it was a ¢ÃÂÂterrible time¢ÃÂÂ.St Basil¢ÃÂÂs, a residential retirement home run by the Greek Orthodox church in Fawkner, was the worst affected. Some 94 residents and 94 staff members contracted Covid in July and August, and 45 residents died.In total there were 655 Covid-related deaths in aged care in
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dednemmocer yllitin ydob yrosivda ENICCAV Sâ€â€ã¢€Truma morf ecivdosegami ytteg/snave kram :hpargotohp .ertne :hpargotohp . The August Australian vaccination program was open to all 16 years more, which could access one of the three vaccines available. so far the end of August Australian recorded the worst daily number of pandemic:
1.218 new cases and six deaths in nsw, 92 new cases and a large melbourne block. a test drive-through clinic at fairfield showgrounds in sydney. photography: brook Mitchell/Getty imagesas australia has exceeded 1,000 deaths, the blame for toll has begun to pass from response to public health to people who had the temerality of having pre-existing
health conditions. on social media, the only town square still accessible to those who are stuck in the biggest cities of Australia, people responded to daily covidt numbers asking if those who died were vaccinated, or if they are a health condition below. bureau of statistics would report that 69.5% of the more than 2,500 deaths reported in the early
years of pandemic were in people who also had underlying chronic health conditions, but that "the majority" of the dead was directly due to covid- 19.fresh 2022 - 5,000 deathsby 5 November 80% of Australians aged 16 once again, despite warnings of a new variant, omicron, which appear in other countries. fixed for covid tests in a clinic at north
ryde, sydney. photography: Mick Tsikas/Aapomicron arrived with revenge in mid-December, spreading faster than his predecessors, despite the highly vaccinated population. the rapid tests of the antigen, of which the Australian health authorities were unable to guarantee the offer, suddenly they were very required. by December 29, the tests had
doubled in the price. with some states that still require a negative pcr test to cross the edges, thousands ofIn the queue during the test test in the days before Christmas, many waiting several hours to get tested, then facing an anxious wait for results before they could travel.Australia recorded more than 33,000 positive cases on 30 December but the
daily numbers became increasingly unreliable as people were either unable or unwilling to access tests. On 12 January 2022, the day Queensland announced its interstate borders would reopen, there were more than 175,000 new cases. Omicron ripped through young Australians, those who had jumped at the chance to socialise again. In January a DJ
playing at Melbourne¢ÃÂÂs Sircuit bar asked punters to cheer if they¢ÃÂÂd had Covid over New Year¢ÃÂÂs Eve: the crowd erupted.By 21 February the rate of transmission had slowed again. More than two-thirds of Australians over 16 had received three shots of a Covid-19 vaccine and the daily case number was just over 25,000.A testing clinic at
Royal Prince Alfred hospital in Sydney. Photograph: Jenny Evans/Getty ImagesBut the death rate had begun to climb rapidly: on 22 February Australia recorded 59 deaths, bringing its cumulative death toll to 5,025.Among those who died in the first deadly crash of the Omicron wave was 95-year-old Patricia Woods, who tested positive to Covid while
in Adelaide hospital recovering from a fall. Her granddaughter Paige Carter was granted an exemption to SA¢ÃÂÂs strict hospital visiting policy just hours before Woods died but was not allowed to go see her until visiting hours the next morning. Woods died at 3am.July 2022 ¢ÃÂÂ 10,000 deathsThere has been no significant change in the daily death
rate between February and now, no major outbreak or cluster with a named origin, but the line shows a stubborn and steep upwards trend.In the middle of June Prof Margaret Hellard from the Burnet Institute told a Victorian parliamentary inquiry that Australia could record as many as 15,000 Covid deaths in 2022 alone, and urged authorities to
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